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The outflow of buoyant waters from major estuaries affects the dynamics of inner continental

shelvesprofoundly as lateral density gradients force an alongshorecurrent. Often the Coriolis force
causesthe outflow to remain trapped near the coast. We observed one such current, the Delaware
Coastal Current, on the inner shelf near the Delaware Estuary on the eastern seaboard of the
United States. The spatial variability along the shelf, however, suggestsat least two dynamically
distinct regions that we term source and plume regions. In the source region we find fronts, a
current whose width scales well with the internal deformation radius, and a ratio of relative to

planetary vorticity that reachesunity, that is, the Rossbynumber is O(1). As nonlinearinertial
forces in the across-shelf momentum balance are weak, we suggest that such forces contribute
to the along-shelf momentum balance only. Farther downstream in the plume region, we find
much reduced lateral density gradients, a current much wider than the deformation radius, and
relative vorticities that are much smaller than the planetary vortiCity. From our observations we
compute nondimensional dynamical parameters, with which we discuss our observations. The
Burger, Rossby,and Ekman numbersfor the Delaware Coastal Current suggestthat most models
of buoyancy-driven coastal currents do not apply to this coastal flow.

I.

INTRODUCTION

currents with buoyancy sourcesupstream. Simpson and Hill

The lateral flux of buoyancy from estuaries into the
coastal ocean constitutes a forcing agent influencing both

[1986]sketchedthe outflowof buoyantIrish Seawater along
the west coast of Scotland to the north. There, a buoyancy
driven, weak, but stable current system brancheswhen it en-

circulation and mixing. The density differencesbetween
counters a gap in the coastline. Also in Europe, the Rhine
brackish estuarine and salty oceanic waters force a flow on outflow forms a coastal current that influences the entire
the shelf. Density gradientsinducepressuregradientswhich
Dutch coastalzone [Simpsonet al., 1993; van der Giessen
are often balanced by Coriolis forces. In the northern hemiet al., 1990]. For the South Atlantic Bight on the eastsphere the Coriolis force turns the estuarine outflow to the

right looking seaward and traps the buoyant water on the
inner shelves. Across-shelfmixing with ambient shelf water is thus

reduced.

Such

currents

distribute

riverborne

nutrients, larvae, sediments, sewage, toxic chemicals, and
oil from accidental spills dominantly along the shore. This
study will describe one such current, namely the Delaware

ern seaboardof the United StatesBlanton[1981]describes
observationsof a buoyancy-driven coastal current in ther-

mal wind balance. Doyle and Wilson[1978] analyze data
from a transect

across the mouth

of the Hudson

outflow forms a coastal current which Bowman

River.

This

and Iverson

[1978]traceontheshelf.MasseandMurthy[1990]describe

the buoyant outflow of the Niagara River into Lake Ontario.
Coastal Current.
The temperature differencebetween the two bodies of water
Woodsand BeardsIcy[1988]studiedbarotropicestuarine induces baroclinic pressuregradients that are balanced by
outflow problemswith a set of analytical, numerical, and an alongshorecurrent. These flows all appear similar to the
laboratory experiments. The outflowing fluid enters a uni- Delaware Coastal Current becausethe buoyant layer depths
formly slopingshelf, where vortex tube stretching and fric- are all of the same order as the water depth.
tion determine its path. Their studies relate indirectly to
In contrast, most buoyant flows occupy only a small porthe dischargeof water from major rivers, since they isolate
tion of the water column: Hickey et al. [1991] attributed
barotropic from baroclinic effects. For small Rossby num- about 15% of the variance of the Vancouver Island Coastal

bers,they foundthat Csanady's[1978]arrestedtopographic Current to buoyancyforcing from the Fraser River, British
wave dynamics resulted, whereasfor moderate RossbynumColumbia. Johannessen
et al. [1989] and Mork [1981]debers they reproduced the one-layer results of BeardsIcyand scribedthe NorwegianCoastal Current, and Royer [1983],
Hart [1978].Beardsleyand Hart prescribedan outflowfrom Johnson
et al. [1988],andA'hlnas
et al. [1987]studied
the
a point source,while Woodsand Beardsley[1988]modeled Alaska Coastal Current, its seasonal variability, and its inthe shelf flow that was forced by an outflow from a finite
gap in the coastline. In both studiesestuarinewaters turn
to the right in the northern hemisphere.

Most outflows, however, are not barotropic but transport
buoyancy into the coastal ocean. Observations of buoyant
outflows consistently stress the close correlation of coastal
Copyright 1993 by the American GeophysicalUnion.

stability, respectively.Tang [1980]and Mertz et al. [1988]
studied the hydrography, evolution, and instabilities of the
Gasp• Current in Canada. This current derives its buoyancy from the St. Lawrence River and appears as a shallow,
buoyancy-drivencoastaljet which emergesfrom the classi-

cal vertical two-layergravitationalcirculation[Hansenand
Rattray, 1965]under the influenceof the Coriolisforce.
At the offshoreedge of buoyant outflowsthe depth of the
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upper layer or plume often vanishes abruptly and forms a
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gated the dynamics of such plumes with a reduced-gravity, sections3 and 4 we discussthe sourceand the plume regions,
steady state, layer model. He treated fronts as disconti- respectively. Section 5 concludesthis study, speculates on
nuities where frictional dissipation takes place. O'Donnell a third region, and comparesthe observationalresults with

[1988] developeda numericallayer model which simulates

models.

time-dependent plume dynamics and fronts. There is a
fundamental physical difference between reduced gravity

2.

DATA

SOURCES

AND

PARAMETERS

[Garvine,1987;O'Donnell,1988]and barotropic[Woodsand
Beardsley,1988]models. For the former, bottom friction is

From March through June 1989 we studied the flow
and
density field in an area of expected strong buoyancyusually negligible so that potential vorticity is conserved.
Thus, an offshoretraveling water parcel gains anticyclonic driven flows in shallow water. The study area (Figure
vorticity owing to vortex tube squashing, since the upper 1) centerson the mouth of the DelawareEstuary and exlayer depth decreasesoffshore toward the density front. In tends 35 km offshoreand 100 km alongshore.We collected
contrast, for the barotropic case, bottom friction is a major both Eulerian and Lagrangiancurrent data as well as more
than 1000 hydrographiccasts. The hydrographicsampling
term in the vorticity balance and, further, an offshoreparemployedstandard vertical conductivity-temperature-depth

cel gains cyclonicvorticity owing to vortex tube stretching

because the total water depth increases offshore. Bottom
friction diffuses relative vorticity and thus widens the out-

flow on the shelf[Woodsand Beardsley,1988]. Finally, for
a baroclinic current that extends to the bottom, no simple
interpretation is possible as now both a barotropic and a
baroclinic responsemay occur. In the absenceof upwelling
favorable

winds the Delaware

Coastal

Current

ter form.

It widens from one to several internal

is of the latdeformation

radii, from what we term a source to a plume region. We

will interpret the increasing width of the buoyant flow as
a result

of bottom

friction

since the

current

contacts

the

bottom in the absenceof upwelling favorable winds. This
makes our buoyant flow different from many others. The
buoyant surfacelayer of the Alaska Current, the Norwegian
Current, the Vancouver Island Current, the Gasp• Coastal
Current, as well as the Chesapeake outflow, is well isolated
from the bottom Ekman layer since their "plume" depth is
much smaller than the total water depth. In contrast, in the
Delaware Coastal Current the buoyant layer depth compares
with both the total water and the Ekman layer depths.

(CTD) profilingalongtransectsaswellasan underwaythermosalinograph.Figure 1 showsthe location of the major
transects. The thermosahnographmeasured temperature
and salinity from water pumped at a depth of about 0.5 m.
A 307-kHz-shipmountedacousticDoppler current profiler
(ADCP) (RDI Inc., San Diego)and 10 mooredInterOcean
S4 current meters provided Eulerian current measurements.

Miinchowet al. [1992b]describethe ADCP, its calibration,
use, and performance,as well as the methodologyto remove
tidal currents from the data it returns. Figure I also shows
the locations of six current meter moorings, four of which
had two S4 meters attached

to them at 6 and 10 m below

the surface. The farthest offshoremoorings on transects A
and C had only a singleinstrument at a depth of 6 m. The
mooringsreturned velocity, conductivity, and temperature
data every half hour representingtemporal averagesof 5
min. While the S4 data lack spatial coverage, especially in
the vertical direction, they have excellent temporal coverage.
The reverse is true for the ADCP

data.

Hence these data

sets complement each other.

The wealthof theoretical[Weaverand Hsieh,1987; Chao,
1988b;Galperin and Melior, 1990a,b] and laboratory[Gri•fiths and Linden, 1981; Whiteheadand Chapman, 1986]

NORTH

studies on buoyancy-driven coastal currents would appear
to treat all possibilities. However, as we discussin section
5, most of these and other studies do not apply to coastal
currents of moderate strength on shallow continental shelves
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where Ekman numbersare 0(1). Suchflows,however,are
common:The Delaware[Garvine,1991]and Hudson[Doyle
and Wilson,1978]River outflows,the SouthAtlantic Bight
coastalcurrent [Blanton, 1981], the ScottishCoastalCurrent [Simpsonet al., 1989],and the Rhine outflow[Simpson
et al., 1993]all belongto this group;they havenot yet been
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modeled satisfactorily, because their detailed dynamics is
unknown.

This paper will describe the formation of the Delaware
Coastal Current, a buoyancy-driven coastal current in water that is less than 30 m deep. We observedthis current in
1989 with shipboard and moored instruments and by tracking surface drifters. In subsequentsectionswe first present
selected aspects of the flow in order to make a clear observational statement rather than describing all the observed
variability. Instead, we compute nondimensional parameters that characterize all the data. We will define Rossby,
Burger, and Froude numbers,presenttheir variabihty along
the co•st, and distinguish two dynamically different regimes
that the parameters imply. In section 2 we define these
rameters and introduce the study area and data sources. In
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Fig. 1. Map of the study area. The insert is an enlargement
of the area near 38øN and 75øW. We denote the three major
transects as a, b, and c and current meter locations as solid stars
on transects A and C. The dots on each transect

mark the location

of an ADCP and CTD station. EB9 representsa meteorological
buoy.
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Because

we formulate

all observational

results

in terms

then constitutes

an alternative

measure

of inertial

20,065
to Cori-

of independent nondimensionalparameters, we define them olis forces, that is, a Rossby number. The internal Froude
here as ratios of different length scales. Each of these scales number
measure the influence of a physical processthat contributes
to the often complex flow and density field of the coastal
F=U/C
(6)
current. We will next define Rossby, Burger, and vertical
Ekman numbers, which originate from scaling analysis of measuresthe ratio of particle and internal wave speeds. Here
the governingmomentumor vorticity equations[Pedlosky, C = N D is the phase speed of an internal perturbation. For
1987]. Laboratory [d'Hiereset mi., 1991] and theoretical a strongly nonlinear, barochnicflow, particle speedsexceed
[Ho99,1973;Chao,1988a]studiesoftenusethesenumbers. internal phase speedsand the flow is termed "supercritical".
We beheve that observational
studies such as this one are
In our formulation, however, this parameter depends upon
Conciselysummarized by these three parameters.
c and S, that is,
The internal

deformation

radius we define as

F = •S-•/• = Li/LD.
LD=ND/f

(1)

where N is the stability, buoyancy, or Brunt-V'/is'/1/• frequency, that is,

N• -- - (g/po)&,p

(2)

and D, f, and p are water depth, Coriohs parameter, and
density, respectively. The reference density p0 is 1025.5

From our three horizontal length scales we have thus defined two independent dynamical parameters that describe
the respective importance of baroclinicity, nonlinear inertial
forces, and Coriolis forces.
In a turbulent flow the Ekman layer depth $ and the water depth D define still another nondimensional parameter,
namely, the vertical Ekman number E, where

kg/ma. Ourdefinition
of LD follows
that of Pedlosky
[1987]

E=($/D) •

where D is the vertical scale of motion. In our application
this scale is the depth of the entire water column. A second
length scaleis the inertial radius Li, which dependsupon a
velocity scale U:,

Li = U/f.

(3)

(7)

ti= (2A/f)•/:•

(8)

(9)

and A is a vertical eddy viscosity. We have then defined
three independent parameters, S, •, and E which describe
buoyancydriven coastalcurrents. The alongshorevariabihty

This scale representsnonhnear inertial forces. A third independent length scale of the coastal current is the distance
L of buoyant waters from the coast. In an inviscid, hnear,

of the former two parametersdistinguishessuccessive
stages
of the formation process. In the source region the flow is

the two scalesmay differ, as indeed they do in the present
application. We speculate that frictional stresseswiden the
buoyant waters on the shelf. This process represents the
diffusion of relative vorticity. All three length scalesrange

flow appears weakly stratified and linear: S and • are both

moderatelystratifiedand nonlinear,that is, S = 0(1) and c
and steadysystemL --• LD [Gill, 1976]. Generally,however, can be large, whereasdownstreamin the plume region the

between

2 and 30 km and are thus much smaller

than

(4)

measures the influence of stratification on the vorticity dy-

namics[Pedlosky,1987]. The Rossbynumber

for horizontal

shear.

From

transect

THE

SOURCE

REGION

3.1, Observations

On short timescales,strong fronts are an important feature of the sourceregion near the estuary mouth. Figure
2 documents such a front that separates different water

masses.The ship track shownin Figure 2 beganin ambient

shelf waters that were both warm (18.5øC) and salty (31
practicalsahnityunits (psu)) near the surface.Thereafter
water temperatures decreasedslowly to 15øC while salinities stayed constant as the ship passeda tidal mixing zone
near the shoalsoff New Jersey,discussedin much detail by

M6nchow et mi. [1992a]. Finally, after crossingthe front

measuresthe strength of nonlinear inertial relative to Coriolis accelerations. The use of a bulk scale for velocity U,
however, underestimates the strength of inertial forces in
horizontally sheared flows. Hence we use a second, independently determined estimate of the Rossby number that
accounts

3.

the

shelf width, which is more than 100 km in the Mid-Atlantic
Bight. This latter geometric scaleis thus unimportant for
the dynamics of the coastal current.
From the three horizontal length scales LD, Li, and L
we define two nondimensionalparameters, namely a Burger
number and a Rossby number. The Burger number

$=(LD/L) 2

small relative to 1. We next discussthe sourceregion.

data

we first

compute transverse current shears. These we then inter-

pret as estimatesof the relative vorticity •. The ratio •/f

the ship entered a third water mass, namely, the buoyant
outflow from the estuary. Both temperature and sahnity
changeddramatically. The 4-psu and 404- løC change in
salinity and temperature, respectively, correspond to a den-

sitydifference
of about4.5 4- 0.2kg/ma overscales
that are
0(100 m). The densityfield is thus stronglyfrontal.
In contrast we show the subtidal density distribution for
transect B in Figure 3 for three samplingperiods in March,
April, and June 1989. Each month we profiled the transect
eight times within a day and fitted a subtidal mean and a
tidal oscillation to the data at each point of the transect.
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Fig. 2. The front of the sourceregionon June 18, 1989: (•) Ship tra•.k, l•bels indicatelocal time
of the day in hours;(b) Time seriesof salinityalongthe shiptrack; (c) Time seriesof temperature
along the ship track. The changeof salinity and temperature at 8.75 hours representsa decrease

of densityby morethan 4 kg/m3.

Miinchowet al. [1992b]discussthe methodin detail. From nally, cold and saJtybottom shelfwaters. The light buoyant
the three subtidaJdensity transectsin Figure 3 a weak seasonaJsignaJemergesas the vertical stratification on the shelf
changesfrom winter to summer conditions. The particular
vaJuesdo not concernus here, but the generalpattern does.
We find lighter water concentratedon the Delaware side of
the estuary near the deeper channel. Largestlateral density
graziientsoccur 8 km from that shore where we found the
front shown in Figure 2. AnaJysisof the relation between

waters over the deep channel represent a mixture of river
and bottom shelf waters wherea• the waters over the shoaJs

representa mixture of bottom and surfaceshelf waters. The
buoyant waters over the deep channel correspondto a sea-

ward flowingjet with speedsabout 15 to 20 cm/s. This
jet is vertically fairly uniform over the centraJ portion of

the water column[Miinchowet al., 1992b].Hencethe verticaJlyaveragedcurrent vectorsshownin Figure 4 are little

temperatureand saJinity(not shown)indicatesthat three different from the flow at a depth of 5m. We observedthe
water massesare shownin Figure 3, namely warm and fresh jet at the samelocationin April (Figure 4), in March, and
river waters, warm and salty surface shelf waters, and, fi- in June (not shown). Coincidentwith the regionof large
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Fig. 3. Subtidaldensity•t for transectB acrossthe mouthof the estuaryin (•) March, (b) April,
and (c) June of 1989. The view is landwardwith the Delawarecoaston the left (seeFigure 2).
Contourintervalis 0.2 kg/m3.
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observedcurrent shearsare from ADCP profiling; geostrophic
shearsoriginate from the thermal wind equation. The dashed
line representsthe perfect fit.

o

South (km)
strengthof other forces.The approachis not to seekclosure

Fig. 4. Subtid• c•ents •om ADCP profling. Depth averaged ment v•tors •e from April 1989 [•om M'•chow et •.,
1•2•]). Note the stronghorizont• shearne• the edge of the

of the dynamicalbalancebut to obtain roughestimatesof
the magnitudeof potentiallyimportant termsin the acrossd•p ch•el.
channelmomentumbalance. We exploit the observation
that the subtidalflowis little shearedverticaJly
[M6nchow
transversedensitygradientsis a regionof large transverse et al., 1992b]between4 and 20 m belowthe surfacein wacurrent shear. A 10 cm]s landward flow at station B3 hes ter 25 m deep. We thus diagnosedepth-averaged
dynambesidea 15 cm]s seawardflow at stationB2 (Figure4). ics of the sourceby assumingthat the verticallyaveraged
Thesestationsoverlietwo separatechannelswith a shallow observedflow over part of the water column representsa
ridgeseparatingthem. The ridgethusenhances
stronglat- depth-average
well. We write the depth-averaged
equation
eral gradientsthat support the density driven circulation. for the conservationof momentum acrossthe channel as
The flow arrangementcontrastswith results from theories

that neglectthe effectof rotation.Doyleand Wilson[1978]
report similar results from the mouth of the Hudson River.

&v + ua,:v+ vary+ fu + ga•,•l+ g/(poH)

a•,pdzdz'
H

•

(11)

3.œ.Dynamics

(b) (½)

An inviscid,geostrophicflow in balancewith its massfield

(d)

(f)

wouldallowus to computethe alongshore
velocitycompo- +C,•vl v l /H+ < UO•V> + < VO•,V> + < V&,n. >/H = 0
nent relative to some level from a density transect alone.
We test such a diagnosticthermal wind balance here for

(g)

the sourceregionby usingderidedvelocityanddensitydata
fromtransectB. The geostrophic
velocitygradientOzugdue
to the internal

6)

levelperturbations.
The anglebrackets
denotean average

mass field is

a•u. = ga•/(•of)

(h)

where(u, v) and (U, V) representsubtidaland tidal velocities, respectively,and •/and •/•, denotesubtidaland tidal sea

overa tidal cycle.The lettersin parentheses
identifythe followingterms:acceleration
(a), nonhnear
subtidaladvection

(b, c), Coriolisacceleration
(d), barotropic
(e) andbaroclinic(f) pressure
gradients,
bottomfriction(g), andtidal

(10)

where ug is the geostrophicvelocity normal to transect B

Reynoldsstresses
(h, i, j). The bottomfrictioncoefficient
(positiveseaward),y increases
towardNew Jersey,and z Cd is take as 2.5 x 10-a. With the data on hand we cannot
measures
the verticalcoordinate,positiveup. We compare estimate terms a, b, e, or h. We estimated all other terms

in Fig. 5 the observedshear with what we obtained from

from ADCP data, normahzed each term with the Coriohs

thermalwind balancedynamics.The ADCP measures
only term (d), and averagedeachestimateoverthe transect. The
the centralpart of the watercolumnawayfrom boundaries, resultsaredepicted
in Table1. Weestimated
termsi andj
and our comparison
is thusnot complete.Nevertheless,
the by usingpredicted tidal currentsthat we obtained from the
geostrophic
shearvariesbetween0 and 2 x 10-2s-• whereas
repeatedADCP profilingof the transect[Miinchowet al.,
the shear from the ADCP scatters between-4 x 10-2 and 4
1992b].We estimatethe error ti•bof eachterm as

x 10-2 s-•. Mostoutliers,
however,
originate
fromlocations

wherethe water is lessthan 15 m deep. Later we discussthe
a•
observations
that frictionalforcesbecomemoreimportantat
e,/'(-,)
=1
I
(12)
theselocations.Our test of geostrophyfrom thermal wind
dynamicsis thusnot conclusive,
andit is evenpossiblethat where•bis a term to be estimated.This term dependson
the flow is not geostrophic.To test this hypothesis,one measurementsof N variablesai q- 5ai, i = 1, 2,..., N. This
needs better horizontal and vertical resolution of the current
field.

To investigatethe dynamicsfurther, we next estimatethe

is clearly an upper bound of the error.
From Table I we infer that nonlinear inertial and fric-

tionalforces(termsc and g) are lessthan 10%of the Cori-
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TABLE

1. Across-channel

All

Term c

Channel

balance.

Shoals

Term

B1 to B9

B1, B2, B3

B3 to B9

0.11 4- 0.09

0.04 4- 0.08

0.154- 0.12

Termf

0.53

Term g
Term i
Term j

momentum

0.12 4- 0.04
0.29 4- 2.91
0.12 4- 0.08

2.65

0.29

0.04 4- 0.02
0.18 4- 3.46
0.80 4- 0.05

vary

f f O•pdzdz'

0.20 4- 0.06
0.26 4- 2.85
0.16 4- 0.11

CdV[V
< VO•V
< VOt•T > /H

Absolute magnitude of terms in the across-channelmomentum bMance
as estimated

from

CTD

and ADCP

data

on transect

B. All terms

are

scaled by the Coriolis acceleration, and terms c, f, g, i, and j are
explained in the text.

olis acceleration. The two terms i and j representingtidal

ent, which we cannot measure,is neededto opposethe large

stresses[Nihoul and Ronday,1974]are larger than inertial baroclinic pressuregradient. We thus speculate on a three
and frictional forces,but they, too, are small relative to the
Coriolis term. The results, however, must be interpreted
cautiously becausethe errors are large. The baroclinic pressure gradient approachesor exceedsthe size of the Coriolis
acceleration and thus is a major term in the across-shelf

term primary balance over the deep channel: sea surface
slope,Coriolis acceleration,and baroclinicpressuregradient.
The outflow along the channelwould then be geostrophically

In the sourceregion the buoyant waters represent a distinct water mass and a distinct flow regime. Therefore, we
repeated the above analysisbut interpreted the data in sub-

we estimate and resolve/)•u is about 3 km. Freshwaterdischargerates are different(Table 2), the bulk buoyancyand
volume fluxes are in opposite directions, the winds over the
shelf are weakly onshorein April and strongly alongshorein

balanced. Garrett and Petrie [1981]find a similarbalance

for the Strait of Belle Isle, Canada.
If nonlinear inertial forceswere unimportant in both x and
momentumbalanceat transectB. Doyleand Wilson[1978]
estimate terms from a vertically differencedlateral momen- y directions,we would expect the flow to have a small Rossby
tum balance near the mouth of the Hudson River. They numberc which,accordingto Pedlosky[1987,p. 345],is the
also discuss earlier literature
on momentum
balances in esratio between the relative vorticity • and the planetary vortuaries. In their study area, tidal stresses are small and ticity f: c = •/f = (&xv- &•u)/f. We assume&xv<< &•u,
the dynamics is dominated by baroclinic pressuregradients, so that -/)•u approximates•. In Figure 6 we plot the raas a function of y for
Coriolis acceleration, and inertial accelerations. Their anal- tion of &•u/f, approximating-•/f,
both the April and June experiments. The scale at which
ysis, however, does not include the estimation of errors.

regions,first from stations near the deep channel(B1 to

B3) and secondfrom thosenearthe shoals(B3 to B9). We
present the estimates for each subregion in Table I also.
Over the shoals both bottom

friction

and nonlinear

tion are sizable and tidal stresses contribute

advec-

too. Neverthe-

less, no term alone rivals the Coriolis accelerationin the
across-channel momentum balance there. We thus speculate that over the shoals many terms contribute to the
across-channel momentum balance. In contrast, over the
deep channel the balance is nearly geostrophic. Although
both bottom friction and nonlinear advection are negligible,

June[Miinchowand Garvine,1993];however,the distribution of lateral shear is nearly the same. The strong shear is
thus a robust feature of the flow in the source region. At
about 8 km from the Delaware coast the magnitude of the
lateral shear is almost as large as the Coriolis parameter f;
that is, the magnitudesof relative and planetary vorticities

are similar, and the Rossbynumberis 0(1). We thus conclude that nonlinear inertial forces are an important part of
the dynamics of the source region. As they appear to be

smallin the across-channel
momentumbalance(Table 1), it
the baroclinicpressuregradientexceedsthe Coriolisacceler- is likely that they are important only in the along-channel
ation by a factor of 2.5. Hence a barotropic pressuregradi- momentum balance.
Horizontal
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Current

Region

Shear

TABLE 2. Scalesand Parameters for the Source Region
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Fig. 6. Horizontal current shear acrosstransect B. We show data
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Many analytical and numerical models of buoyant discharges require specification of the distribution of potential vorticity. Here we just mention two. Modeling channel
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The inertial radius Li = U/f, however,is much smaller
than L and the Rossby number e calculated from the subtidal velocity scale of the outflow is always smaller than 0.15

flows,Whitehead[1989]assumes
a reservoirof constantpo-

(Table 2). Although the smallnessof this parameterindi-

tential vorticity. The model correctly predicts the horizontal
density differencesand the position of a front at the mouth
of the Chesapeake Bay. Powerful numerical tools such as

cates a weak role for nonlinear

sumption of locally homogeneousregionsof potential vorticity in barotropic flows. By estimating the potential vorticity
distribution, we test whether suchmodelscan be applied to
the outflow from the Delaware Estuary.
The potential vorticity at a location y is

We thus argue that nonlinear inertial forces are important
in the source region even though their contribution to the

inertial

forces relative

to the

Coriohsforce, the ratio •/f is a better measureof the nonlinearity of the flow, becausethe lateral velocity gradient
contourdynamics[Stern, 1989]cruciallydependon the as- rather than the velocity itself is large in the sourceregion.

=

+ f]

(13)

We approximate the vertically averagedrelative vorticity •
as -Oyu, as above, whereas we estimate the vertically averaged, subtidal vertical density gradient Ozp from a linear
least squaresfit to vertical density profiles from CTD casts.
In Figure 7 we then presentthe distribution of potential vorticity acrossthe sourceregion. For each station we averaged
the results from the experiments of March, April, and June
together. The mean P and the standard deviation are shown
as the solidcurveand the verticalbars respectivelyin Figure
7. The mean potential vorticity varies considerably across
the mouth of the estuary within 10 km from the Delaware
coast. The large gradient of propertiesin the sourceregion
showshere as the maximum of potential vorticity magnitude which coincideswith the maximum of relative vorticity
magnitude. The potential vorticity exhibits this maximum

lateral momentumbalance(Table 1) is small. The situation
is similar to that of the Gulf Stream. To first order, that
flow is in geostrophicbalance in the across-streamdirection.
The front at the western edge of the Gulf Stream, however, implies large lateral velocity gradients. Hence, even
though the along-stream velocity component is almost in
geostrophic balance, the along-stream momentum balance

is not [Garvine, 1984]. We thus argue that in our source
region, as near the Gulf Stream front, both rotation and
nonlinear advection are important.
The vertical Ekman number, our final parameter, measures the frictional

effects of the flow.

The Ekman

number

depends upon an eddy viscosity that is generally unknown.
We thus use a bulk formula to give an order of magnitude
estimate of this parameter. For tidally dominated channel

flows[Bowden,1967]proposedthe formulationA = CdUtD
for the vertical eddy viscosity A, where C,•, Ut, and D are
a drag coefficient, a tidal velocity scale, and a depth scale,

respectively.Ianniello [1977]arguesthat the sameformulation may be usedfor subtidal flowsalso. Hence, we take U =

0.5 m/s, D = 25 m, and Cd = 0.0002 and obtain an Ekman

consistently in March, April, and June. We thus conclude
number that equals 0.8. Friction thus influences the entire
that one may not apply uniform potential vorticity models
water column as the Ekman layer depth is of the same order

to the outflow from the sourceregion.

as the water depth, that is, E=0(1). We thus concludethat

frictional forces contribute to the dynamics of the source
3.3. Dynamical Parameters
region.
In summary, we find that three parameters describe the
We first estimate the width L of the subtidal buoyant outflowfromthe meandensitytransectdata (Figure3). During subtidal flow of the source region. The Burger number of
each experiment L was 8 km and the internal deformation 0(1) impliesa flowthat is moderatelystratified;the vorticity
radius LD varied between 4 and 7 km from March to June

ratio •/f of 0(1) impliesa flow in whichnonlinearinertial
1989 (Table 2). The Burgernumber$ wasthen 0(1). For forces contribute to the dynamics; and, finally, the Ekman
an inviscid,steadyflowovertopography,Hogg[1973]showed number of 0(1) implies a flow that is embeddedwithin a
that moderatestratification($ _ 1) limits the effectthat a singlefrictional layer. The Froudenumber that we compute

bumpy bottom exerts on the surfaceflow through vortex from the Rossby and Burger numbers, however, is always
tube stretching. The relative vorticity within the water col- smallerthan 1 (Table 2) and thusimphesa subcriticalflow.
umn from suchstretching is then depth-dependent, the flow This flow is shore trapped. Its width scaleswith the internal
becomesfully three-dimensional, and the surface flow is lit- deformation radius that is small relative to the width of the
channel.
tle affected by the bottom topography.
4.

Potential
Vorticity
Source Region Transect

THE

PLUME

REGION

•.1. Observations

?•20t

We studied the plume region downstream of the source
region during four separate experimentsin 1989. The mean
flow is downstream in the direction of Kelvin wave phase

propagation, the width of the current increasesfrom one
0

5

10

15

20

Distance fro•r• Delaware

25

(krr•)

Fig. 7. Potential vorticity across transect B. The open circles
represent the mean value from the March, April, and June 1989
experiments. The vertical bars indicate I standard deviation from
the mean.

to several internal deformation radii, and in the absence of
strong upwelling favorable winds the plume waters generally
extend

from

the surface

to the bottom.

Fronts

are weaker

than they are in the sourceregion, but large horizontal ve-

locity anddensitygradientspersist.The frictionaldiffusion
of relative vorticity that has been generated in the sourceregion explains both the wideningof the plume and weakening
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of lateral property gradients.
In Figure 8 we depict wind, discharge,and 6 m depth current time seriesfor the period from March to June of 1989.
For easeof viewing we subjected the data to a Lanczoslowpass filter with a cutoff period near 5 days. This filter removes the high-frequency,dominantly wind-driven motion

shelf from ambient shelf waters. Most important for our dis-

cussionhere, however,is the initial Wideningof the buoyant
plume and the extension of the inshore buoyant waters to
the bottom.

For March and May 1989(Juliandays73 and 115 in Figure 8) wedepictin Figure10 twomapsof the surfacesalinity

[Mh'nchow
and Garvine,1993]. We observea downstream field that we completed, each within 19 hours. While the loflow that opposes the generally upwelling favorable local cal winds during the two experimentswere comparable, the
winds. The dischargefrom the Delaware River increases freshwater dischargerates prior to the experimentswere an
toward the end of the time series, as do the downstream orderof magnitude
different.In March,150m3/s of fresh
currents.
water entered the estuary whereas in May more than 2000
Salinity is an excellent tracer of estuarine waters on the m3/sflooded
the estuaryandthe shelf(Figure8). Here,
shelf. In our study area, density varied nearly linearly with however, we stress similarities rather than differences. The
salinity. Since buoyant plume waters generally extend to plume widens on the shelf, narrowsfarther downstream, and
the bottom, surface salinity maps catch most features of contacts the bottom in both cases. We have five more maps
strongvertithe buoyant outflow on the shelf. In Figure 9 we repro- (not shown)that revealsimilarcharacteristics;
duce the horizontal and vertical distribution of salinity near cal stratification occursonly if upwellingfavorable winds exthe DelawareEstuary observedby H. Haskin(unpublished ceed7 m/s. Buoyantplume watersthen moveoffshorenear
manuscript,1953). It took him about three weeksto com- the surface and denser shelf waters move onshoreat depth
plete the surveyin early March 1952, usingoneof the earliest [Miinchowand Gatvine,1993]. This processtilts isopycnals
operationalsalinity-temperature-depth
(STD) systems.The and induces vertical stratification. In the absenceof winds,
convolutedand bandedstructure of the light water alongthe

buoyant
watersextendto thebottom(Figures9 and10).

Mean currents are those at periods larger than the obserDelawareand Marylandshoresis the first recorded(but unpublished)evidenceof the coastalcurrent. Fromthe vertical vational period. They are the most effectivein transporting
transects acrossthe shelf, we infer that a large salinity gra- material and are alwaysof prime interest. Gatvine [1991]
dient at about 15 km from the coast separatesbuoyant inner

analyzeddata from current meter mooringsdeployedon the
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Fig. 8. Discharge,
wind,andcurrenttimeseries.Shownarefreshwater
discharge
of •heDelaware
River, winds at EB9 (seeFigure 1), and currentvectorsoff the coastof Delaware6 m below
the surface(seeFigure I for locations). Arrowson the bottom time axis indicatetimesof the
ship-board surveys.
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shelf 30 km from the mouth of the Delaware Estuary. In
Figure 11a we show mean currents from that study along
with those from this one. We thus assume a stationary flow
at very long time-scales. Upstream of the Delaware Estuary,

level [Mardia, 1972] and are thereforenot shown. Down-

mean

isstrongest
offshore
wherethelargestlateralpropertygradl-

currents

are weak and directed

either

onshore

or to-

stream
oftheestuary
theyarestronganddirected
alongthe
shorein the directionof Kelvin wavephasepropagation.
The latter flow indicates the Delaware Coastal Current. It

ward the estuary. Surface currents on the upstream transect entsoccur(Figure 10). All errorbarsreflect95% confidence
A do not have a preferred direction at the 95% confidence limitsforspeed[KunduandAllen,1976]anddirection
[Mar-
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alongwhichthedatahavebeencollected.
To therightof eachmapwedepicttheverticalsalinity
at a transect whose location we indicate with an arrow. The contour interval is 0.25 psu.

dia, 1972]independently.
Off Delawarethereis a 3-month respectively;however,other forcingmechanismscontribute
mean surfaceflow with maximum speedsof 8 cm/s. The
currentis shearedlaterally: it reducesto 4 cm/s near the

to the current

coast.

•.œ. Dynamics

variance

also.

The spatialstructureof the subtidalcurrentsdiffersfrom
As in section 3, we will next estimate lateral velocity difthat of the mean. In Figure 11bwe showthe principalaxes
of subtidalvariabilityfrom mooredS4 currentmeters.The ferencesthat we interpret as measuresof the relative voraxesarestronglypolarizedalongisobathsandareverysim- ticity of the flow. In contrast to the sourceregion, where
ilar on both sidesof the estuary. The currentson the major we relied on ADCP data alone, here we estimate horizonaxis are between7 and 11 cm/s. Miinchowand Garvine ta• current shears from current meter and drifter data also.

a 40 dayperiodwedeployed,
retrieved,
andrede[1993]attributethe differentspatialstructureof the mean During

ployedbetweenfour and sevendrifters on sevenoccasions.
The
drifterssampledthe velocityfield of the coastalcurrent
longtimescales
of severalweeks,theyargue,buoyancy
forcing rivalsthe wind-drivencirculation.Buoyancyforcing, at 2 m depth during both upwellingand down-wellingfahowever,variesin spaceas it dependsupon the distance vorablewinds[Miinchowand Gatvine,1993].In the mean,
from an upstreambuoyancysource.At shorttimescales
of however,drifter tracks opposedthe local winds as did cura few days, in contrast,local wind forcingbecomesdomi- rents from mooredinstruments(Figure 8). We estimated
nant,but localwindsdo not varyat the spatialscalesthat the degreesof freedomof the drifter data set from the Lawe considerhere. Finally, interpretingFigure 11b as the grangianautocorrelationfunctionand found that velocities
currentresponse
to windsat shorttimescales,
wefind a uni- are decorrelatedafter about a day [Miinchowand Garvine,
formresponse
to theuniformwindsevenat thespatialscales 1993]. We next obtainedEuleriancurrentestimatesfrom
considered
here. HenceFigures11a and 11bprobablyreflect the driftersby averagingall drifter velocitiesalongthe entire
spatialbinsthat were
the circulationinducedby buoyancyand local wind forcing, plumeregion(40 km) in across-shelf

and the principalaxesto two differentforcingprocesses.
At
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results are only marginally significant.
In Figure 13 we depict the shear estimatesfrom the drifter
data along with those we computed from S4 current me-

Mean Currents and Confidence Intervals
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or A BUOYANCY-DmVEN COASTAL CURPENT

ter and ADCP

35

5.c

data

on transect

C. We estimated

current

shearsby differencingvelocity estimates from adjacent sta-

tions. For the S4 currentswe usedthe mean currents(Figure 11a) to estimatethe shear. The error bars reflectthe
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uncertaintydueto twocurrentuncertainties
at the 95%confidence level. For the ADCP data we depict shear estimates
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and their uncertainties
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from three surveys,respectively.The magnitude of the shear
increasesfrom zero 3 km from the coast to about 0.15f at 8
km offshore.
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Axes
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Farther

offshore the shear decreases.

The error

bars, however, indicate that many of our estimates do not
differ significantly from zero. Nevertheless,the small magnitude of the lateral shear of the flow in the plume region
contrastswith that for the sourceregion, where it was large.
Interpreting this shear as an estimate of relative vorticity we
thus conclude that the along-shelfflow in the plume region
is consistent with linear dynamics.
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4.3. Dynamical Parameters

We summarize the plume region in terms of Burger,
Rossby, and Ekman numbers. The differences between the
source and plume region emerge from these parameters. In
the plume region both the Rossby and the Burger numbers

are muchsmallerthan unity (Table 3) . SmallRossbynum-

Fig. 11. Subtidal currentsfrom near surface. S4 current meters:

(a) recordmeancurrentvectorsand 95% confidence
limitsfor
speedand direction;(b) principalaxesfor the deviationfrom the
record mean. The two lines besides the arrow represent the upper
95% and lower 95% confidencelimit for direction. The lengths of

these lines represent the mean speed, that is, that of the arrow,
plus the 95% confidencelimit for the speed. Data from 1985 to
1987 are indicated by open circles.

bers indicate that the nonlinear advective terms are small,
consistent with the observed small ratio of relative to plan-

etary vorticity (Table 3). Small Rossbynumbersare also
consistent with the finding that Eulerian and Lagrangian in-

tegral timescalesare similar [Miinchowand Garvine,1993].
The current widens on the shelf beyond the internal deformation radius suchthat the Burger number S becomessmall
relative to unity, that is, S -• e. The dynamical implications
of this observation are important. For a steady, inviscid

3.5 km wide. In Figure 12 we showonly those mean currents

flow over topography,Hogg[1973]found that vortex tube
that have both a preferreddirectionat the 95% confidence stretching generatesrelative vorticity that is independent of
level [Mardia, 1972]and at least eight degreesof freedom. depth if vertical stratification is weak' that is, S --, e << 1.

The linear fit of the alongshorevelocity with across-shelf Bottom topography thus should affect the entire flow here.
distancey explains 99% of the variance and gives a ratio of Hogg[1973]further showedthat the weakverticalstratifica-

Oyu/f of about-0.14, corresponding
to cyclonicrelativevorticity, with greatestdownshelfvelocity at the limit of drifter

observations

about

10 km from the coast.

Farther

inshore

we find from ADCP data positive current shearsthat imply
anticyclonicrelative vorticity, but, as we discussnext, these

tion that does exist sufficesto support the vertical current
shear through thermal wind balance. The geostrophyof the
alongshoreflow, however, does not necessarilyimply that

quasi-geostrophic
dynamicsholds. Cushman-Roisin
[1986]
Horizontal
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Fig. 13. Horizontal current shear Oyu acrossthe plume region
scaled by the Coriolis parameter f. We depict data from ADCP

averagedin bins 40 km (alongshore)and 3.5 km (across-shore) stations (circles), current meters (boxes), and drifters (dashed
wide. Note the almost linear decrease of the downshelf velocity line). Note that the shear is always small relative to f. The
component toward offshore.
plume width L is generallylarger than 20 km (seeTable 3).
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TABLE 3. Scalesand Parameters for the Plume Region
Maxch

April

June

Mear•

1.8
1.0
10

6.3
0.8
25

10.0
0.5
25

6.0
0.7
20

LD, km
Li, krn
L, kin

U, cm/s

9.0

7.2

4.5

0.03

0.06

0.06

0.05

F
•

0.57
0.10

0.12
0.03

0.05
0.05

0.25
0.06

0.3

0.1

0.2

0.2

Discharge,m3/s

150

350

700

400

Wind, m/s

3

1

5

max, •/f

ing, positivelybuoyant'estuarinewater alongsidelandward
flowing ambient shelf water.
In the plume regionboth theseparametersdecreaseand
becomemuch smaller than unity. This implies that the flow
becomes linear and that either frictional or instability processesor both widen the coastal current beyond the deformation radius. Consistent with this, both c and the ratio

6.9

S

waters from the estuary turn anticyclonically. The subtidal
outflow separates from one coast and we find seaward flow-

Ovu/f (labeledshear/f in Figure14a)aremuchsmallerthan
unity. Burger number S and relative vorticity f, however,
become smaller also, that is,

In a series of papers Cushman-Roisin argues that frontal
argued for a frontal geostrophicmodel if S --• c that allows
finite upper-layer perturbations. In section 5 we will discuss
this point further.
As in the sourceregion, the dependenceof the Ekman
number on a poorly known eddy viscosity bars us from estimating this parameter with much confidence. Miinchow

geostrophicregimesexist when e • S •
Roisin,

1986;

1 [Cushman-

Chassignet and Cushman-Rosin, 1991;

Cushman-Roisin
et al., 1992]. Suchgeostrophic
dynamics

allows finite layer perturbations and the surfacingof isopycnals. The vorticity equation then, these authors argue,
is not quasi-geostrophic
becausethe vortex tube stretching
mechanism dominates over the diffusion of relative vorticity.
[1992], however,fitted Ekman layer solutionsto vertical
Applying these argumentsto our caseimplies that although
ADCP current profiles and found the best agreement bethe primary across-shelfmomentum balance is geostrophic,
tween theory and observationsfor vertical Ekman numbers
the vorticity equation is not quasi- geostrophic. However,
between 0.4 and 0.8. As in the sourceregion the coastalcurrent is thus imbedded within a frictional layer that occupies since the dynamical parameter S decreasesby a factor of
the entire

water

almost10 from the sourceto the plumeregion(Figure14a),

column.

In summary, we describe the plume region with three independent parameters. Both the Burger and the Rossby
number are small relative to unity while the Ekman number

is 0(1). This impliesa weaklystratifiedflow in whichnonlinear inertial forcesdo not contribute to the dynamics while
frictional ones do. The Froude number that we computed

we interpret the latter as one of dynamic transition. Frictional torques begin to contribute to the vorticity balance
as they causewidening of the buoyant waters through the
diffusion of relative vorticity. Potential vorticity is thus not
a conservedproperty of the flow. The current turns anticyclonically and transforms from a nonlinear, moderately

from the Burger and Rossbynumber (Table 3), indicates
a subcritical flow. The coastal current, moreover, is still

trapped near the shoreeven though its width is about three
internal

deformation

O.8 ,,,

radii.

0.6
5.

- - - s• •/l
•

DISCUSSION

The influx of buoyant waters from the Delaware Estuary into the coastal ocean affects the dynamics there
profoundly. We found two dynamically different regimes,

0.2
0.0

namely a sourceand a plume region. Miinchow[1992]suggesteda third regionfarther downstreamyet, where,instead
of a wide and diffuse plume region, a narrow but unstable
coastaljet finally forms. This part of the Delaware Coastal
b
Current is the subject of an ongoingfield study.
The major results of this study are summarizedin Fig-20
ure 14 . It depicts the alongshorevariability of the Burger
•'30
number, the Rossby number, and the ratio between the
lateral shear and the planetary vorticity f. We interpret
the shear as an estimate of the relative vorticity. Near the
source of the coastal current, both the vorticity ratio and
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the Burger numberare 0(1). The formerimpliesthat the
flow is nonlinear, whereas the latter indicates that the width
of the current

scales well with

the deformation

radius

and

that vertical stratification limits the impact of vortex tube
stretching by bottom topography. In both the sourceand
the plume region the flow appears to be geostrophicin the
across-streamdirection even though our tests of geostrophy
were inconclusive. Nonlinear advection through 0vu, however, is important in the source region where the buoyant
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Fig. 14. Parametersand sketchof dynaxnical
regions.(a) Param-

eters of the Delaware Coastal Current versusalong-shelfdistance;

(b) conceptual
sketchof the differentregions.The starsin (b) represent major CTD and ADCP stations. The paxameter values for

the third, the "coastaljet" region,axefrom M•nchow [1992].
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stratified jet to a linear, weakly stratified current. In the

plume regionthe structure of the DelawareCoastal Current
includesan offshorezoneof enhanceddensity gradients. Far-
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two generalcirculationmodels. Galperinand Melior [1990a,
b, c/ attempted to simulate the dynamicsof the Delaware

Estuary and the adjacent continental shelf in 1984 as a coupled system as realistically as possible. They employ obvalues[Miinchow, 1992]. We interpret this as the region served bottom topography and specify tidal, wind, freshwhere a coastal jet has finally formed. From Figure 14a water discharge, and surface heat flux forcing functions.
we thus infer three different regions, which are sketchedin Even though freshwater dischargerates and winds in 1984
Figure 14b.
and 1989 are comparable,the model results disagreequalMany theoretical models of buoyancy driven coastal cur- itatively with our observations from 1989. We observed a
rents have been proposed over the last decade. They fall buoyant plume off Delaware under seven different freshwainto two distinct categories,namely, processstudies and ter dischargesand mostly upwelling favorable wind condigeneral circulation models. The former generally concen- tions. We always found buoyant plume waters downstream,
trate on some isolated physical aspects of the flow, whereas independent of wind direction. In the model simulations
the latter attempt to resolve many such processes.We first of Galperin and Melior [1990a, b, c/ this plume is highly
comparethe observationalresults with reducedgravity and susceptible to local winds, often absent, and occasionally
frictional models as examples of processstudies. Thereafter even found upstream. During upwelhng-favorablewinds the
we compare results from the general circulation models of model predicts an upstream-moving buoyant plume on the
Galperinand Melior [1990a,b, c/and Chao[1988a,b/ with shelf. During downwelling-favorablewinds a few days later
observations.
no plume waters were found on the shelf. Such model reReducedgravity modelsof coastalocean circulation gen- suits clash with our observational evidence. We speculate
erally assumea shallow, buoyant surface layer that is dy- that the specific model application fails becauseit constrains
namically active above a deep layer where the motion is in- estuary/shelfinteractionsby imposinga grid matchingalgodependentlyset [Cherniawskyand LeBlond,1986; Gatvine, rithm at the mouth of the Delaware Estuary where both the
1987; O'Donnell, 1990]. One cannotapply thesemodelsto temporal and spatial variabilities are the largest. The model
the circulation on the shelf off Delaware and Maryland, be- also appears to be too sensitive to wind forcing whereas it
causehere a single buoyant layer occupiesthe entire water is not sensitive enough to buoyancy forcing.
column most of the time. A different but equally inappliA second,lessspecific,but carefully designedgeneral cirther downstream yet, all parameters reach almost constant

cable model is that of Zhang et al. [1987]. This quasi- culationmodel [Chao, 1988b/ purposelyavoidssimulating
geostrophicmodelincludesthin surfaceand bottom Ekman M1 aspects of estuary-shelf interaction. It succeeds, howlayers. The Delaware Coastal Current, however,cannot be ever, in realistically reproducingmany aspectsof the buoyquasi-geostrophic,
becausethe "layerperturbations"extend ancy driven coastalcurrent that we observe. Chao [1988b]
over the entire depth. Quasi-geostrophic theory cannot ac- specified the dischargeof freshwater at the head of a rectcommodatesuchlarge "perturbations"[Flierl, 1984]. Also, angular estuary which, after reachingthe continental shelf,
the shallow water depths on the inner shelf do not allow forms a plumelike bulge and a narrow coastM current downan interior flow which is distinct from surface and bottom
stream. These are qualitative features that we observedin
boundary layers.

the Delaware Coastal Current.

Frictional and steady state models, such as proposedby

The model, however, does

not simulate correctly the observedlocation of the bulge or

Heaps[1972]and Vermeiland Malanotte-Rizzoli
[1990],al- the vertical structure of observed variables for the Delaware
low O(1) verticMEkmannumbers,assumea verticallyuni- CoastM Current. This outcome may arise from frictional
form mass field, and contain horizontM density gradients
sity gradient, ignoresalongshelfvariability, but resolvesthe
resulting verticM current structure. In contrast, Vermeil
and Malanotte-Rizzoli[1990] solvefor the density field as
well, model horizontM variability with a stream function,
but depth-averageall variables. The two models thus addressdifferent aspectsof density-driven shelf dynamics with
friction. Both studies predict velocities Mmost an order of
magnitudesmallerthan thosewe observe.They thus appear
to model larger-scaleaspectsof the shelf circulation, that is,
large relative to the internal deformation radius L v. Nei-

coefficients that are too small for the Delaware

Coastal

Cur-

rent, as Chao did not intend that application.
Chao also proposed the use of two nondimensional parameters for a classification of buoyant plumes and coastal
currents. The first parameter, a densimetricFroude number,
measuresnonlinearity and stratification. The secondparameter measuresthe influence of friction. He organized model
results with these two parameters and distinguished four

differentregimes. The flow is either supercritical(F > 1)
or subcritical(F < 1) and either diffusiveor nondiffusive.

both neglect vertical density variations. In the Delaware

Within this scheme we speculate that the Delaware Coastal
Current is diffusive- subcritical. The importance of friction
and the relevance of Ekman dynamics, however, remain to

Coastal

be studies.

ther of the frictional models contain as a scale Lv, as they
Current

we observe

small

but

finite

vertical

den-

sity gradients. These are dynamically important, sincethey
determine LB, which is the dominant scale of motion.
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